Year 4 Homework Grid – Spring term – What did the Romans do for us?
Please complete 2 pieces of homework per week. Homework will be sent out on Friday and needs to be returned the following Tuesday.
Spellings will be sent out separately.
f
Learn 5 new words in
French. Write them
down and add them
to your dictionary at
school.

Write down a word
related to the
Romans for each
letter of the
alphabet. Then write
a sentence about
each one to explain
it!

Look at how much fruit
and veg your family eat
on a weekend. Put the
data into a block graph.
Write questions about
your data for Mrs. Antysz
to answer.
Draw a picture of
a famous Roman and
write some facts
about them
Create your own Roman
name e.g. Lucius
Antyszus

Research a
famous Italian
artist. Can you put
the information
into a power point
presentation?

Create a poster to
remind children to
wipe their muddy
shoes before
entering school.

Choose the one
thing that interests
you the most about
the Romans and
create a song/poem
or rap to explain it.
Record/write down
your composition or
perform it at school.

Create a poster to help
someone learn the 9
times table. It could
include finding patterns
or using
doubling and halving.

Complete
the…ULTIMATE
TIMES TABLE
CHALLENGE!
Time yourself; can
you beat your
score?

Create a
symmetrical
mosaic tile using cut
out 2D shapes.

Draw/trace a map of
Italy. Can you label 5
different cities?

HOMEWORK FREE
WEEKEND – Use it
wisely!

Research Roman Coins. Draw a
coin neatly.

Write an acrostic poem for the
word ROMANS.

What can you find out about
Pompeii?
Draw a detailed diagram of a
volcano.

Write three different sentences
using all the following words:
Centurion, citizen, emperor.

Draw a
diagram of an
ear. Label the
different parts
and their
functions.

Write out the
number bonds
to 20 using
Roman
numerals.

Choose a
Roman
invention.
Draw a
labelled
diagram to
show how it
works.

Make up a
crossword
using Roman
words.

Make up a crossword using
only nouns.

Find a Roman recipe. Create
this recipe and take a photo
of your creation (Write the
recipe to go with your photo in
case others would like to have
a go).

Do some home reading each
night. This week try to read
some texts that are in different
forms – e.g. newspapers,
magazines, TV timetables,
calendars, weather maps,
letters, instructions, recipes etc.
Record two things that you
have read this week.

You want to start your own
school newspaper. What
would be the main story? Write
a newspaper report which
would appear in your
newspaper.
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